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Conclusion
Metadata is Necessary Metadata is Difficult Metadata in Practice
15 years ago, lack of  preservation and administration 
metadata was cited as the biggest barrier to long-
term preservation (Otto, 2014).
A study of  54 ARL institutions in 2012 found, in 
general, research institutions are neither 
accommodating nor recording important metadata 
(Otto, 2014).
Digital preservation efforts are relatively new and 
digital preservation librarian is only a recent position.
An Open Archival Information System (OAIS) is a 
conceptual framework for digital preservation that 
institutions are working towards where metadata 
would be processed mostly computationally 
throughout a digital object’s lifecycle.
Projects, tools, and standards are continually being 
developed to meet the OAIS ideal.
• Quantity of  digital objects
• No consensus for required metadata
• Multiple metadata standards and 
schemas:
PREMIS          METS
MODS             Dublin Core
• Categories of  metadata can be 
ambiguous and often have overlap
• Interoperability vs. Flexibility
• Generality vs. Granularity
• Necessary throughout the lifecycle 
of  a digital object
• Subject to loss and change through 
everyday actions
• Human creation is costly because of:
Staff          Expertise
Time         Organization buy-in
Metadata provides:
Rights management    Identity
Authenticity                Provenance
Fixity                          Access
Use                             History
Preservation
Preservation is for access. Metadata 
makes objects discoverable and 
retrievable.
Metadata gives context and meaning 
to digital objects.
More metadata means more tasks 
with digital objects are supportable 
and makes digital objects more 
effectively managed and preserved.
✧ Digital preservation is only successful when objects 
are accompanied with essential metadata.
✧ Difficulties are overcome when institutions work 
towards an OAIS where metadata is automatically 
created using standards, schemas, and software tools.
✧ Stakeholders need to continue to search for solutions 
to ongoing metadata and preservation questions.
Successful Tools and Collaborations
From the Literature
Digital preservation and management software created by 
vendors or made in-house with open software. 
-Ex Libris’ Rosetta
-University of  Illinois Urbana-Champaign’s Medusa
A tool designed to move objects and metadata between 
preservation software and a digital asset management system.
-University of  Utah’s J. Willard Marriott Library
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Examples of  MetadataMetadata records things about an object such as a 
description, file format, what software opens it, and 
what changes have been made since creation. 
Ideally, metadata should be created, collected, and 
updated throughout the lifecycle of  a digital object.
Metadata supports all aspects of  digital preservation 
such as:
• Storage
• File Fixity and Data Integrity
• Information Security
• File Formats
Rights metadata - information about intellectual property
Elements: Rights statement, Copyright status, Rights granted to the repository,    
Tasks: Store contractual agreements, Document owner of  intellectual rights
Technical metadata - metadata describing characteristics of  the file
Elements: Format (.pdf, .doc), File size, Fixity check data, Technical metadata notes
Tasks: Store original object, Protect against data corruption, Ensure authenticity
Preservation metadata - metadata supporting the preservation process
Elements: Storage location, Links between objects when one is derived, Use type
Tasks: Store original object, Ensure authenticity, Enable format migration
(Otto, 2014)(Phillips et al., 2013)
